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In this paper, the authors describe the great potentialities of the national French database named ADES

(Accès aux Données sur les Eaux Souterraines or access to the groundwater data), to be used by a user in

the world for the groundwater management in France. Following authors “ADES database makes available

on a public site millions of standardized data on groundwater quality and water levels in France .…. data

are supplemented by metadata providing an unequivocal understanding …. free access to the data and

their standardization allows people other than producers and managers to consult and download them.”

 

Unfortunately, I have made several attempts to consult ADES and obtain some specific information but

web links for the download yield unavailable information or errors. There is the possibility to download

“zip” files of many single well or spring containing tables in “TXT” or “CSV” format (Fig. 1)
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Fig. 1. ADES archives of the groundwater quality (pollutants or electrolytes) and quantity (i.e., water depth

and groundwater piezometric head)

 

Although the ADES interface can visualize graphs and geological maps of collected data, the downloaded

tables are not easy to read owing to many text descriptions and very sparse (sometimes two or three data

per file) data required for modeling the groundwater management. Authors have written in the paper that:

“ … The ADES database makes available on a public site millions of standardized data” on groundwater

quality and water levels in France… “, but word strings are repeated at every line on the table (Fig. 2)

instead of the international standard units.

Fig. 2. ADES table of quality data (electrolyte concentrations) collected at a specific well

 

Specifically, I was unable to find on the ADES website data such as the pumping well flowrate and

corresponding water table drawdown. Also, aquifer transmissivity or/and hydraulic conductivity are
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frequently (or always) missing on tables (fig. 3) visualized by ADES. 

 

 

Fig. 3. ADES table with missing hydrogeologic parameters 

 

ADES database can provide to users total coliforms count for the quality information about a specific

borehole, as for the groundwater near the Metz-en-Couture town.  ADES can provide graphical results for

Metz showing the trend of coliforms versus time during the sampled period (fig. 4). The several nested

links to the repositories of data can be useful to downloaded zip files that might contain coliforms data for

many specific wells or springs of a region.
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Fig. 4. ADES total coliforms data from groundwater samples near Metz town   

 

Unfortunately, the request for further microbial parameters, such as Escherichia coli, at many localities was
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always rejected from ADES (i.e., ”The requested URL was rejected”) probably because there are no data.

Finally, the link for the Hub'eau platform services (www.hubeau.eaufrance.fr) provided by the authors in

Section 4.3 does not work.

 

In conclusion, the ADES database is a suitable tool for groundwater management studies in France.

However, in the paper, a detailed discussion about the limitations of the ADES repository is required.

Today, the main ADES aim mentioned in the Conclusions and Perspective section of the paper, i.e.

“researchers from all over the world can work on problems related to groundwater quality” in France using

data from the ADES database, seems to be ambitious. In this work, the authors have overestimated actual

ADES potentiality. ADES requires an accurate restyling and uploading of many basic data which may

characterize maps of groundwater piezometric surfaces, pumping well (or spring) flowrates and

corresponding drawdowns, and hydrologic parameters of the France groundwaters.Tables of downloaded

files should be reorganized to allow the users an easier visualization removing text descriptions and

providing measurements with international standard units. ADES data for groundwater quality and quantity

is sparse and has to be integrated to be used in groundwater modeling for water resource management.   

Moreover, the authors should include in the paper a user-friendly description of a few practical examples of

ADES consultations, which may assist users around the world in data selection and download of the

required data.
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